
Topics in Scoring for Visual Media, Modular (1.5cr) VT  

From Sequence to Stage:                                                                                                                                                                     
Modern Film Music Orchestration Techniques   and the Music Production Team

Topics Assignments

Week 1

Overview  

• Course/introductions                                                                                      
• Overview of my background                                                                             

• Review of general orchestration terminology                 
• Old School Orchestration Techniques                                                   

• Begin discussion on differences between orchestrating your 
own music vs. someone else’s 

Create a standard 9-line reduction of a cue, by hand, using legacy 
orchestration techniques

Week 2

The Tools of the Trade  

• Overview of various DAWs and sample libraries and how they may 
effect the material you receive                                                                                   

• Notation Software vs. Sequencers                                                               
• Using technology to make you better/faster and more effective                 

• Programming your own macros and shortcuts  

Obtain and familiarize yourself with a macro creation program for 
the platform of your choice.  Write at least 10 shortcuts/macros 
that improve your workflow in the composing process.  Throughout 
the duration of this course for each assignment I want you to 
always be thinking of ways to increase your productivity.  We will 
always make time at the start of each class for sharing these ideas

Week 3

Media Music Orchestration Styles  

• Overview of differences between orchestration for a full 
orchestra session vs. reduced orchestra session vs. sweetening 

sessions                                                                                                            
• Techniques for getting the most sound and realistic product 

while operating with a small budget and ensemble                                      
• deliverable materials from composer

Take a cue you have written yourself and orchestrate it for a 
chamber ensemble

Week 4

The Music Team / Composer 

• Personnel on the composers team and job functions                                                                                
• Additional music composers and ghostwriters.                                

• Creating your own team

Starting this week the class will be dividing into their own music 
“teams” where they will serve once on each station:          1) Composer  
2) MIDI Prep Specialist  3) Orchestrator  4) Music Preparation. 

This week you will serve as the composer.  You will write/sequence a 
60-90 second cue.  This cue should be orchestral in nature, but also 
include a few synth elements.  Cue written should be composed as if 
you are recording with the biggest orchestra allowed; no limits on 
size or scope.  However, the cue needs to have two distinct sections: 
One that is very heavy and action-y, as well as a section that is 
smaller and more intimate
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Week 5

The Music Team (cont.)/ MIDI Preparation  

     • Techniques for using MIDI to aid in the process to a final 
score                                                                                                                     

• Working with Stems and Audio                                                                                                                   
• Quantization and cleanup                                                                        

• Using your sequencer vs. your notation software                             
• How new sample libraries make for better mockups, but harder 

translation to live musicians

MIDI Cleanup of the score you receive from your composer.

Week 6

The Music Team (cont.)/ Orchestrator 

     • Various exceptions of the orchestrator                                            
• Orchestration vs. Arranging vs. Instrumentation                                 

• A look at the “Hollywood Sound” and what makes it happen                                                                                                           
• Making scores that read easy and save time on the stage              

• Orchestrating the same cue different ways

You will now serve as the orchestrator for your team.  You will take 
the cleaned up MIDI and composers demo to create a finished 
orchestration of the cue.  This cue will be orchestrated 2 ways:   

First, it will be orchestrated for a 90 piece orchestra in with the 
mockup is intended to be entirely replaced, save for the synth 
elements. 

Secondly, the cue will be orchestrated for a group of 15-20 musicians 
for a sweetening session.

Week 7

The Music Team (cont.)/ Music Preparation 

     • detailed discussion of the difference between preparing 
parts for a concert vs session parts                                                           

• review examples of parts from professional scoring sessions                                                                                                           
• Printing/Taping and final delivery guidelines

Provide music preparation services for the cue and prepare is for 
final delivery to the stage.

Week 8

Review and Recap 

     • Review final score/parts                                                                       
• Compare final score orchestrations to demos                                 

• General Q&A and final thoughts                                                                                                         
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